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Let A be an augmented chain algebra over a principal ideal domain R. 
We assume that A and the algebra H = H,,(A) are free as R-modules. The 
groups f,(A) are defined in the same way as Whitehead’s f-groups [14]. 
For this we choose a (cofibrant) model X of A; this is a chain algebra map 
c,h:X=(T(V),d)rA 
which induces an isomorphism in homology. Here T(V) denotes the tensor 
algebra on a graded R-free module V. The H-bimodule f,(A) is given by 
the image group 
f,,(A) = image i,, : H,,(Xn ‘) + H,,(Y), for n3 1, 
where x” = (r( VGn). d) is the n-skeleton of X. Uniqueness of colibrant 
models show that f,(A) is well defined up to a canonical isomorphism and 
that f,, is a well defined functor. Clearly f,(A) = 0 and f 1( A) = 0. 
The homology groups H,A, n 2 0, are H-bimodules via the multiplica- 
tion in H, A; this is the “stage 0 homology” of A in the sense of Mac Lane 
1121. On the other hand, one has a “stage 1 homology” given by the 
differential torsion groups Tori(H, H) [9, 11, 71. Here the torsion group 
is defined since H is canonically a right and a left A-module via the unique 
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chain algebra map %: A + H which induces the identity on H,A. The 
homology groups and the r-groups are part of a natural long exact 
sequence of H-bimodules 
. . Tori+, (H, H)~t,,~.,(A)~HH,~~,A-I:Tor,A(H, H)Atr,-,(A)+ . 
which is the analogue of Whitehead’s certain exact sequence [14]. The 
exact sequence was obtained in [3] (for H= R see [4, 1X.1.5 and 111.10.71, 
where such an exact sequence is constructed in any cofibration category). 
The main purpose of this paper is to compute the groups r, in the stable 
range and to approximate these groups in the metastable range. More 
precisely, 
THEOREM 1. Let A he a chain algebra as above and assume Hi (A) = 0 
for ldi<n. Then 
(1) Ti(A)=O for i<2n. 
(2) There is a natural isomorphism of H-bimodules, 
P : H,(A)@, H,(A) z r,,(A). 
(3) There exists a Kunneth spectral sequence of H-bimodules 
Ez,, = 0 CTor,H((H’L (ff’),)l~(~),+,~ 
?-+5=p 
where H’= @FL;,’ H,(A) and N, = I’,(A), for p d 3n - 1. 
The exact sequence above yields immediately the following corollary on 
the natural transformation h which is the analogue of the Hurewicz 
homomorphism in topology. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, one has a natural 
isomorphism 
h : HjA 5 ToriA, 1 (H, H) 
for j < 2n and an exact sequence 
TorA 2n+2(H, H) -, Hn(A)OHH,(A)~ H,,(A) -+Tor;‘,+,(H, H) -0. 
Here p is defined by the algebra structure of H,(A). 
Suppose that K is a connected C. W. complex and A is the Pontriagin 
chain algebra C,(QK, R). Then H= H,(A) is the group ring of the 
fundamental group of K. Denote by K” the n-skeleton of K, then the 
H-bimodule T,(A) can be shown to be the image of the inclusion map 
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H,(QK”; R) + H,(OK”+ ‘; R). On the other hand, TorA(H, H) is the 
homology of the tibre product Rx K E, where R denotes the universal 
cover of K. This fibre product is actually equivalent to the product 
rc,(K) x z. In this context Theorem 1 and its corollary reduce to the 
following well known facts: 
T,(A)= H,(QK; R)gH H,(QK; R)r H,(Qz; R)@H,(C&; R)@R[H] 
and 
H,(QK; R)r H&A?; R)@R[H] z Hz@; R)@R[H] 
Our proof of Theorem 1 relies on a I-adic spectral sequence defined for 
any differential graded algebra of the form (Z’(V), d). With the same 
techniques we also prove: 
THEOREM 2. Let (T(V), d) be a differential graded algebra which 
satisfies the following properties: 
(1) V is a R-free module and p, = 0 for j > n, 
(2) H,(T(V), d)=O for 1 dr<:n- 1, 
(3) H,( T( V), d) z H is an augmented R-algebra. 
Then H, = H,( T( V), d) is a projective right and left H-module and one has 
an isomorphism of graded algebras 
H,(T( VI, 4 g T,,(H,,), 
Here T,( H,) is the tensor algebra of the H-bimodule H,, this is the sum 
Cp”=O Tk(H,), where TL(H,)= H and Tk(H,,)= H,,gH H,@, ... OH H, 
with H, appearing i times. 
EXAMPLE. Let H = (Z/p)[x]/xp. We consider the differential algebra 
(T(x, y), d), where d(x) = 0 and d(y) = xp. In this case V0 = (x), VI = (y) 
and H, is isomorphic to HO W, where W is the free left R-module 
generated by the elements a, = x’y - yx’, 1 < r <p. Therefore, 
H,(Tb, y),d) r T,(HO W. 
The example shows how Theorem 2 can be applied to obtain explicit 
calculations of the homology of certain chain algebras. A further 
application was obtained by the first author who used Theorem 2 for the 
construction of an “appropriate free model” of C,(QK) for a non-simply 
connected C.W. complex K. The model is of the form 
(ZCnl K’l* T(V), 43 CJQK), where V= SF’(C,K/C,K’). 
Here * denotes the coproduct of graded algebras. 
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We also apply Theorem 2 in an other direction. Recall that a space K is 
called a two-cone if K is the cofiber of a map between two wedges of 
spheres, 
w,a W&K; w,= vi,,Sm,+l; w, = v,,, sd,+l. 
The image of (Qj’), : H,(QWo; R) + H,(OK; R), denoted by H, is a 
graded subalgebra of A = H,(RK; R) and H is isomorphic to the quotient 
algebra H,(S2 W,,; R)/Ker (Qf), . The Adams-Hilton model (r(V), d) for 
K is then equipped with a second gradation where V= V,O V, and 
H,(T( V), d) = H, From the work of Anick [2] we know that the algebra 
H,(QK; R) is R-free if and only if H is R-free. As a direct consequence of 
Theorem 2, we have: 
THEOREM. If H is R-free and K is a l-connected finite two-cone, then 
there exists a R free module V such that T(V) is a subalgebra of H,(QX; R) 
and such that the multiplication law induces a R-linear isomorphism 
T(V)@Hz H,(QX; R). 
This theorem is the first step in our research of information on loop 
space homology for spaces of category two [8]. 
A further result in this paper is the following theorem on “trees of 
homotopy types” which is the partial analogue of a classical result of 
J. H. C. Whitehead [15, Theorem 141 (see also [S, VI, 8.231). Let H be an 
algebra over the principal ideal domain R. We assume that H is free as an 
R-module and that H is supplemented by an algebra map H + R. We con- 
sider H as an augmented chain algebra which is concentrated in degree 
zero. An n-presentation, n > 1, of H is an augmentation preserving chain 
algebra map 
z:x”=(T(V),d)-+(H,O), 
with the following properties: 
(1) V is a free R-module and v, = 0 for j > n, 
(2) n induces an isomorphism H,(P) z H, 
(3) H,(Y)=0 for 1 <r<n- 1. 
The n-presentation X” is finite if V is a finitely generated free R-module. 
THEOREM 3. Assume H is a finitely generated R-module. Then the 
homotopy types offinite n-presentations of Hform the vertices of a connected 
tree, the vertex {P } being connected by an edge with the vertex { I”‘> if I”’ 
has the homotopy type of X’ * (T(s”), 0). Here T(Y) z C*RS”+’ is the 
tensor algebra generated by a single element s” in degree n. 
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Clearly the shape of the tree T(H, n) of finite n-presentations of H 
depends only on the algebra H and thus is a new kind of invariants of H. 
Connectedness of the tree T(H, n) means that for two finite n-presentations 
x” and Y” of H, there exists finitely generated free R-modules V and W, 
concentrated in degree n, such that P * (T(V), 0) r X” * (r(W), 0). 
In topology an n-presentation of a group rt is a (rc, n)-complex, the tree 
of homotopy types of such (rc, n)-complexes are for examples studied in 
[6]. It would be of interest to compare the tree of homotopy type of 
(71, n)-complexes with the tree T(H, n - 1 ), where H = Yl[n] is the 
groupring of rc. 
The proof of our results depends deeply on an I-adic spectral sequence 
that we define in paragraph 1. We will use the results in paragraph 2 to 
study n-presentations of a supplemented algebra H. 
1. THE I-ADIC SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR A COFIBRANT CHAIN ALGEBRA 
As in the introduction, let H be an algebra over the principal ideal 
domain R. We assume that H is free as an R-module and that H is sup- 
plemented by an algebra map H -+ R. We consider H as an augmented 
chain algebra which is concentrated in degree zero. Let (r(V), d) be a 
colibrant chain algebra and f : (r( I’), d) --$ (H, 0) be a map inducing an 
isomorphism in degree zero homology. Denote by I the kernel of J The 
I-adic filtration on T(V) induces a spectral sequence satisfying 
Fp, = I”. For p>O, E”p,y=(ZP/ZP+‘)_p+y. 
As each r(V) left module has projective dimension less or equal to one, 
Z is a free left r( V)-module, 
and therefore more generally I” E r( I’) @ M @ A4.. . @ M (M appearing n 
times), the injection of I”+ I . into I” consisting in the multiplication of the 
two first factors. This yields the following isomorphisms of left H-modules: 
Z/Z’rH@M; r/r+‘r HOMOM~~~ OM (M appearing n times). 
Moreover the multiplication law induces an isomorphism of left 
H-modules, 
The same is true for the structure of right H-modules. We also remark that 
for q >O, (Z/Z’), is in fact a free H-bimodule: (Z/Z2),% H@ VyO H. 
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LEMMA 1. The I-adic spectral sequence is a convergent second quadrant 
spectral sequence. One has moreover E kp, y = 0 if q < 2p or p < 0. 
Proof: By construction H,(H/I2) = 0. The isomorphism 
@“,I/I2 5 r/ln+l and the Kunneth spectral sequence shows then that 
H,,(P’/p+ ‘) = 0. This implies the result. 1 
LEMMA 2. There exists natural isomorphisms EL ,, y c TorF( ‘) (H, H). 
Proof: The short exact sequence of differential T( V)-modules 
0 + I + T( V) -+ H + 0 induces an isomorphism of differential Tor, 
TorT(‘)(H, H) z Torf’y’(H, I) for i > 0. 
The isomorphism IS 7(V) Q A4 yields then the sequence of isomorphisms 
Tor,~~“;‘(H,I)zHi~1(HOM)zHi-1(I/12). 
We therefore have El, y FZ TorTCVJ (H, H). 1 
The relation between H,, I’, and Tor T’Y’(H, H) can be considered at the 
term E” of this spectral sequence. Suppose V= V<,,, with n > 1. The 
H-modules H, and I,, are filtered by the I-adic filtrations. 
F-,(H,(T(V)) = Im(Hn(IP) -, H,(T(V))), 
F-,U-J = F-,(H,(T( VI) n fn. 
We clearly have F,(T,)=F-,(T,)=F-,(f,~) and F-p(~n) = 
F-,(H,( T( V))) for p > 1. Therefore if we denote by Gr the associated 
bigraded module: 
Gr(H,)= 0 Er,; Gr(T,,)= @ E&. 
p+y=n p+q=n p<-l 
LEMMA 3. When V= VS,,, the term E’ satisfies Eyp, y = 0 when 
q>(n+ l).p andp>O. 
Proof: The complex I/I2 is concentrated in degrees q such that 
0 < q d n. Therefore r/I’+ ’ z Q r I/I 2 is concentrated in degrees q < n . r, 
and thus EY,,, =0 for q>(n+l)p. 1 
LEMMA 4. When H,(T( V), d) =0 for 0 <q < m, then the term E’ 
satisfies: If p > 0, then EL,, 4 = 0 for q <p . (m + 1). 
Proof We prove by induction on r, 1 <r <m + 1, that E?,,, = 0 for 
p > 0 and q <p . r. We first consider the case r = 2. E\,, , = H0(I/12) = 0. 
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Therefore, by the Kunneth spectral sequence we have EL,,, y (Ip/Ip+ ‘) = 0 if 
q > 2 . p. Suppose now that the result is true for some Y, 2 d Y < m + 1. The 
only non-zero term Ei,, with p + q = r- 1 is EL,,,. We then have 
E’,,,=E”“,,,r H,._ 1( r( V)) = 0 by the inductive hypothesis, so that 
H,,(Z/I’) =O. The Kunneth spectral sequence yields then to the conclu- 
sion: E!I, y= H,_,, (T(V))=0 if q<p.(r+ 1). 1 
Let R be a field. We denote by K the kernel of the augmentation ideal 
H + R. The algebra H is complete (for the K-adic filtration) if we have an 
isomorphism of algebras 
Lim H/K” 2 H. 
LEMMA 5. If R is a field, H is complete, and H,(I/I’) = 0 for 0 6 r < n, 
then (I/I=) is quasi-isomorphic to a complex F, of free left H-modules 
concentrated in degrees > n, and I”JI”+’ is quasi-isomorphic to 
@;F: @;Fr@;I/I=. 
Proof. From the nullity of H,+ ,(I/I’), we deduce the short exact 
sequence 
(*) o%z,+(I/I=),-1,z,~,+o, O<r<n, 
where Z, denotes the cycles of (I/I’). Remark that Z, = (1/12), is a free 
H-module. We shall prove by induction on r d n that Z, is a free 
H-module. Suppose that Z,- 1 is a free H-module. The sequence (*) splits 
and the sequence of R-modules 
is also split. We can therefore decompose R0,(I/12), into a sum V, 0 I/,, 
where V, is the kernel of R@, (I/12),--f R@” Z,-, . Therefore the 
H-module (I/I’), is isomorphic to HO (V, @ V2). The completion 
hypothesis on H implies that the induced map y : HO I/, + Z,- , is an 
isomorphism. Denote by u, a basis of I/,. For each a we consider the 
element uk = u, -Y-‘f(u,). The H-module generated by the vh is then free 
and is isomorphic to Z,. This implies the thesis. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. Denote by K the kernel of d : (I/Z=), -+ (I/I’),_, . 
K is clearly a left and right projective H-module. The same is true for the 
tensor products @“, K. On the other hand, it results from Lemma 4 that 
H,W2) = EL,, c, = 0 for q < n. Therefore the inclusion (K, 0) + I/I2 is 
a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. A standard computation shows that 
the multiplication map @ > (K, 0) + @ > (I/I’) E Z”/I”+ ’ is also a quasi- 
isomorphism. This implies that we have an isomorphism 
H,(T(V),d)zTT,KrT,,H,(T(V),d). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Denote by 4 : (T( I’), d)+ (A, dA) a colibrant 
model of (A, dA). 
(1) We suppose j< 2n. By Lemma 4, when p> 0, Ey,,, =0 for 
q <p. (n + 1). It results directly that the only non-zero El.,,, term with 
-p + q < 2n is of the form E\ ,, y. This yields Gr(Ti) = 0 and thus f, = 0. 
(2) For p + q = 2n, we have two terms EL, Zn+ i. and ELZ, Zn+Z . The 
second one comes from the complex Z2/Z3 ? I/Z’ OH Z/Z’. By filtering the 
tensor product Z/Z20H Z/Z2 by the first term, we obtain the Kunneth 
spectral sequence E satisfying 
i?i,4 z @ Tor, (H,(Z/Z2), H&Z/Z’) * H,+,(Z2/Z3). 
r+s=p 
We therefore have an isomorphism: Ey2, 2n+2 z EL ,, 2n+, OH EL ,, 2,,+ 1. 
This implies part two of the thesis. 
(3) We may suppose V= V,, with 2n<r<3n. Forp+q,<r, we only 
have terms of the forms 
E’,,,rHq-,W2) and EyZ y % H,_ ,(Z/Z2 OH Z/Z’). 
As V= V<r, CZEE’,,,+,=&+~. Put H’ = @F=pR’ H,. We therefore 
have a Kunneth spectral sequence E of left H-modules converging from 
CTd’(f17 WI,,, to HP+, (Z/Z2 OH Z/Z2). This induces the last part of the 
assertion with N = H(Z/Z’ OH Z/Z’). 1 
2. PRESENTATION OF AN ALGEBRA 
In this section we study n-presentations of an algebra H, in particular we 
shall prove Theorem 3. 
An n-presentation X’ of an algebra H is an n-skeleton x” with 
Hi(p) = 0 for 0 < i< n and Ho(p) = H. A l-presentation of H is a usual 
presentation 
where 7c is a surjective algebra homomorphism and where p( VI) generates 
the ideal Kernel (n). Such a presentation determines a differential graded 
algebra (T(V),d) by the rules: V= V,@V,, d(V,)=O, and dl,,,=p. 
A model X of a chain algebra A with H,(A) = 0 for 0 < i < n gives us the 
n-skeleton of H = H,A. Theorem 2 of the introduction can be rephrazed as 
follows: 
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Let H be a supplemented algebra which is free as an R-module and let X’ 
be an n-presentation of H. Then H,(X’) is a projective left and right 
H-module and we have an isomorphism of graded algebras 
2.1. The Canonical Resolution of an Algebra 
If H = R 0 R is a supplemented algebra (concentrated in degree zero), 
then the Bar construction on H, 3?H, is a differential graded coalgebra, 
9IH= f T;(&). 
,=O 
The element a,@a,@ ... @a, of degree n is denoted by 
Cal I a2 I .. I 4. 
The differential d and the comultiplication D are defined by the formulas 
d([Ia, I a2 I ... I a,l)= 1 (-lJiCaI I ... I ai.aj+l I ... la,l, 
r=l 
p(Ca, I a2 I ... I anI)= C [a, I a2 I ... I ailOCai+I I ... I anI. 
i= I 
We remark that the subspace B<,(H) = Cy=o Ti(&) is preserved by d 
and D 9 <,J H) is thus a connected differential graded coalgebra. 
If (C, V, de) is a connected ifferential graded coalgebra, then the Cobar 
construction on C, Q(C), is a differential graded algebra 
Q(C)= T(C)= f. T;(C), 
,=O 
where C is the desuspension of C/C,, with Co = R. 
The differential D on Q(C) is the differential of an algebra defined as 
follows: 
If x belongs to C and v(x) = C xi@yi, then D(x) = D,(x) + D2(x) with 
D,(x)= -d,(x) and D2(~)=C(-l)degx1~i@yi. 
We introduce a differential graded R-module V with 
Vi=Bi+,(H)= T$‘(SR), ia0. 
We then have &B(H) = T(V). The gradation on I’ extends on T(V) such 
that D( V,) c T(V),- 1. By [ 13, 81, there exists quasi-isomorphisms 
H,(QB(H), D) z H and H+(SZSJ(H), D)=O. 
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Therefore, (T( VGn), D) is a n-presentation of H. Theorem 3 gives us 
directly the following properties: 
(1) M= H,( T( VG,,), D) is the free left H-module generated by 
L=D(V,+,), 
(2) H,(T( V<,,), D) z T,(M) z HO T(L,) as graded R-modules. 
2.2. Comparison of Two n-Presentations 
Let (T(U), D’) 5 H, be any n-presentation of H and (T( I’<,,), D) be the 
canonical n-presentation of H. The next result implies Theorem 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. There exist two free R-modules concentrated in degree n 
E and E’, and a quasi-isomorphism of differential graded algebras 
(T(U), D’) * (T(E’), 0) --f (T(f’,,), D) * (T(E), 0). 
Moreover if H is finitely generated as an R-module, then E and E’ can be 
chosen to be finitely generated. 
ProoJ: If p’ : U0 -+ H is not injective, there exist elements x in U, and 
y in U, with D’(y) =x. In this case, the ideal generated by x and y is 
acyclic and we have a quasi-isomorphism (T(U), D’) z (T( U/(x, y)), D’). In 
this way, we may suppose p’ : U, + A injective. 
We define a chain algebra (T(W), A) by putting 
w= v,,o UOs(V,,,-,I, AI.=D, Al,= D’. 
Here A on V <,, ~ , is defined as follows: 
If v belongs to V,,, then A(sv) = v - t(v), where t denotes a linear section 
of p’ : T( U,) + H satisfying r p’j ,,0 = idi VO. 
A is then defined on SF’, by induction on r, such that A(sv) - v belongs 
to T( U@ V,,@s( V,,)) for v in V,. Indeed A has been well constructed up 
to dimension r - 1. The quotient map ,u, 
(T(U) * T(V,,) * T(s(V<,)),A)-11; (T(U) * T(VrO ... 0 VA, 2, 
whose kernel is the ideal I generated by s( V,) and As( V,,) is a quasi- 
isomorphism. If v belongs to V,, a(v) is a J-cycle in T(U),_ , and thus a 
D’-cycle, i.e., a D’-boundary of T(U),- , . Hence there exists an element w 
in T(U),- , such that a(v + w) = 0. The element A(v + w) is then a A-cycle 
belonging to Z, so that there exists an element a in I with A(v + w + a) = 0. 
We put A(sv) = v + w + a. 
We want to construct two quasi-isomorphisms CY and /I 
(T(U), D’) * (T(E’), O)A (T(W), A)_lI_* (T(V,,), D) * (T(E), O), 
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with E and E’ concentrated in degree n. Then the composite @I will give 
us the quasi-isomorphism required in Proposition 2. 
(1) Construction of a. The construction of the diffenential A implies 
the existence of a surjective quasi isomorphism 
(T(W), AlA (T(U), D’) * (T(V/,), 0). 
Then the lifting lemma [S, Proposition 4.41 implies the existence of a quasi 
isomorphism c( in the other direction, in fact (x is a homotopy equivalence 
c41. 
(2) Consfruction of /?. Decompose sV, = L 0 B, with L = s(p’( U,)), 
and put Fi = B @ U1. This gives a quasi-isomorphism 
8, : (T(W), A)2 (T(v) * T(F’), A,), 
WhereF’isagradedR-moduleF’=F~@...@F~:F,!=U,@s(Vi ,),for 
2<i<n. The map /3, is defined to be the identity on V@F’,,, flllL=O, 
and p,(x)=p’(x) for x in U,. 
We choose a basis x,, i E I of Ft. For any index i, A,(x,) belongs to 
7(V),, and has to be a D’-boundary, so that there exists an element yi in 
T(V), with A,(x;-y,)=O. 
But H,( T( W), A) = 0, so that xi - yi is a A ,-boundary. Therefore we find 
an element zi in F: with A,(zi) = x,-y,. The ideal I, generated by the 
x, -J’; and z, is acyclic and so we have a quotient quasi-isomorphism 
p2:(T(W),A)~(T(V)*T(FL),A,)~(T(I/)*T(F2),A2), 
where 
(1) F2 is a graded R-module concentrated in degrees 2 B r d n : F2 = 
F;@ ... @F;. 
(2) P2(Z,) = 0, PA-X,) = y,. 
Using the property H,( T( W), A) = 0, 1 <j < n - 1, we continue induc- 
tively and finally obtain a quasi-isomorphism 
in: (T(W), A)$ (T(v) * T(F”), A,), 
where F” is a free R-module concentrated in degree n. 
Denote ui, i E Z, a basis of F”. As A,(ui) is a D-cycle in Y(V),- 1, there 
exists an element ui in r(V), such that A,(u; - u,) = 0. We put E = F” and 
define an isomorphism 
by putting y(u)=z~, UE V and y(u,)= ui-vi. The composition j?=y’~p,~ 
yields the required above quasi-isomorphism fi. 1 
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